Dementia Day
Clock

Help your loved ones who have Dementia or memory problems

In the UK there are over 800,000 people living with Dementia. If
a loved one has dementia or any other memory loss problems,
the Day Clock will help remind them the time of day. Making
dementia more manageable!
The Dementia Day Clock is aimed at helping people living with
dementia by simply and clearly displaying the time of day as
morning, afternoon, evening or night. People living with dementia
can lose the ability to recognise what the time is and even whether
it is day or night. This can cause many challenges for them and for
their primary carers. The Day Clock can significantly help people
with dementia maintain their daily routine and reduce anxiety
about the time of day and them missing key events.
The Day Clocks’ clear and simple display of “Now it’s Monday
Morning” was developed by the Bath Institute of Medical
Engineers who worked with Occupational Therapists and Carers
to develop the concept. The aim of the Day Clock is to help
people with dementia to be able to link the time of day to their
daily routine.
The Day Clock won a South West Innovation Award and was also
a finalist in the National Dementia Care Awards.
Dementia Day Clock’s Main Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear and simple display of time
Works well at night and in the day
Plug and play straight from the box (date requires set up)
Secure button sequencing to eliminate accidental interference
Keeps track of the correct time even when on standby
Maintenance free usage
Optional corner lights for prominent night time usage
12 months warranty

How to Order:
Day Clock available today for just £69.98 inc. VAT +
free shipping
Available at www.telmenow.com
Alternatively you can call our customer service team
on 0800 246 1939

Brilliant Review by Rowann Halliday (Posted
on 01/03/2013)
“This clock was purchased for my mother in
law; it's a bit easier for her now. As meal
times were a nightmare, really considering
purchasing another one for her bedroom!
Alzheimer sufferers don't need to know the
time, just need to know what part of the day
it is. Brilliant!”

Testimonials
Made my mum's life much easier Review by Janmm (Posted 10/05/13)
“I got this for my mum who has dementia. Great idea... - it’s in her living room
during the day then she takes it to bed at night... she doesn't need to re-set it
or anything, as soon as its plugged it, it’s on and all set. There is no date,
month or time on it, but that’s fine, she's not interesting in knowing that!! ....
So pleased we got it for her. I would definitely recommend, well worth the
money.”

Wish we had got one sooner Review by Linzi (Posted 07/03/13)
“This has been fantastic as a reminder for my Aunt who has difficulty knowing
if it is morning, afternoon or evening. She loves this clock and says she could
not be without it. It has given her a new confidence as no longer does she need
to ask the demeaning question if it is night or day. We have also used it to set
up a new system so she knows when to take her tablets - if the tablets are not
there she knows she has taken them!”

A day to remember clock... Review by Saz (Posted 15/02/13)
“The Dementia Clock is a surprisingly simple concept which benefits everyone
(not just those suffering with dementia) and I have no hesitation in
recommending it.”

Fantastic for its purpose Review by Anne (Posted 10/03/13)
“A birthday present for mum. She LOVES it so do I. It was designed for her someone with the level of dementia that means it is very difficult to know what
day it is but also often in the evenings it is difficult to know if it is morning or
evening. Mum keeps looking at it for constant reassurance of day and time of
day and is thrilled with it. So simple and so effective.
Not everyone with Alzheimer’s wants to accept their diagnosis. It isn't a very
nice one. She much prefers to think she just gets a bit muddled and that is
normal as you get older. If that makes people happier why keep telling them
they have Alzheimer’s or dementia.”

A simple but invaluable aid Review by Kenny M (Posted 04/02/13)
“I bought this for an elderly relative and she is absolutely delighted with it.
The simple, easy to read display is exactly what she needs and has saved her a
great deal of confusion.
Highly recommended.”

